
8TH rae LanGuaGe AIlS
Mrs. Gwin & Ms. Muller

conTaci inormaion
Mrs. Gunn: Contact us with any

sgunnhaard.k12.wi.us questions or concerns Google Classroom
Ms. Muller: and we will get back to Code: u6jg32s

gmullerhavward.k12.wi.us you as soon as possible.

ecommene UflIT WOrK
For each week, do the corresponding journal entries and packet pages.

Week 1 (April 27-May 1): read Chapters 1-3

Week 2 (May 4-8): read Chapters 4-6

Week 3 (May 11-15): read Chapters 7-9

Week 4 (May 18-22): read Chapters 10-12

Week 5 (May 25-29): One-Page Book Project
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Tha Outs/Wars by I4ihton Chapters 1-2

In what point of view
is this story being told?

In chapter one, Ponyboy defines --

or categorizes himself and his
family several different ways.

For instance, one person can be
defined as a teacher, parent, son

or daughter, sibling, friend,
employee, pet-owner, runner,
musician, etc. List at least six --

different ways a person can be
defined or categorized. --

Ponyboy Curtis —‘

Soda Curtis —,

Darry Curtis —,

Briefly describe Two-Bit Matthews —,

each of the Greasers:

Steve Randle —

Dallas Winston —,

Johnny Cade —‘

d> Author’s Craft:
Descriptive writing uses

imagery to paint a picture
in the reader’s mind

Authors also use similes to
create strong word pictures. --

Similes use the words ‘like’
or ‘as’ to compare two nouns.

Write three amples
of either imager or imile --

from chapters one and two,
including the pace number

for each example:
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Outsiders: Chl-2 Journal

What is an outsider? What are the traits of an outsider?

Describe a time when you felt like an outsider. (include who, what, when, & where)

How does being an outsider affect a person?





Tha Oi#sidrs by g.E. I4inton Ckapterc 3-4

On pages 37-38, Pony and Cherry discuss ways that Socs and Greasers are different and ways that they e the

same. Make a T-Chart that lists the commonalities and differences you have with your peers. (S cc)

CO__oft__4-ies

__________________________

I

C
I

.

I

On page 46, Pony says to Cherry,

“We aren’t in the same class. Just
don’t forget: some of us watch the
sunset, too.” What does he mean?

Pony says about Cherry, “She
didn’t have to keep her guard up

with me.” What did he mean?

Why can Cherry talk to Pony
so easily and to her

so-called friends?

How do you decide with

whom you become friends?

J’ Author’s Craft Authors frequently use strong verb/adverb combinations to paint a picture in the

reader’s mind. For example, on p37, Hinton writes, “After the movie was over, it suddenly came to us that
Cherry and Marcia didn’t have a way to get home. Two-bit gallantly offered to walk them home...” List

3 more examples of strong verb/adverb combinations from chapters three and four, including the page

number for each example:

.

.

.
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Outsiders: Ch3-4 Journal

How does being an outsider affect a person?

Is one social class better than the others? Why or why not?





The Out.c’iders’by g.E. I4ihtoh Chapterc 5-6

Do you have peers whom
you choose to ignore at
school or other social

settings? Why/why not?

‘ Author’s Craft Authors frequently use idioms to paint a picture in the reader’s mind.
List ‘- examples of idioms from chapters five and six, including the page number for each example:

Pony reacts to Cherry’s statement by wishing he
was dead and buried somewhere. Can you relate
to his feelings?

Have you ever felt emotionally distraught
as a result of how you were treated by peers?

Can you think of a time when you may have
made peers feel emotionally distraught by
your actions or words?
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How might one’s
circumstances affect
his/her personality?

How did Johnny’s
circumstances affect

his personality?

Are there specific
ways that your unique
circumstances affect

your personality?

On page 45, Cherry tells
Pony not to take it

personally if she doesn’t
say hello to him at school.





Outsiders: Ch5.-6 Journal

Do people naturally fall into groups that don’t get along? Why might they do that?

List some examples of groups that don’t get along.

In what ways does reputation distort (change) the way we view people?





Tha Oith’Idats’by . Hintoii

List as tO exclusive cliques
as you can think of that exist

within our school community:

(m*
•O Q1

Do these cliques respect one
another and interact well with

one another?

Are there things we can do
at school to develop more

acceptance and respect
amongst one another?

Author’s Craft Authors frequently use hyperbole to paint a picture in the reader’s mind.

Hyperbole is used to emphasize a point or to add humor to writing.

List 3 examples of hyperbole found in chapters seven and eight, including page numbers:

-.

-
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Outsiders: Ch7-8 Journal

Do you belong to an exclusive group of friends? Why do you think you have chosen to associate

with those particular people?

How does your group of friends influence your life?

How can we have exclusive groups of friends (which is natural and normal) without making

others feel excluded?

How might one’s circumstances affect his/her friends?

How might one’s circumstances affect his/her personality?





7s Outsidis’by e.&. I4inton Chaptr q-Jo

Author’s Craft Mood is the emotions or feelings a story causes the reader to have.

List at least two examples from the book describing how S.E. Hinton sets the mood for the rumble:

Author’s Craft Many synonyms can be used in place of the verbs ‘said’ and
‘asked’ to improve writing and make sentences less tedious and more interesting.

These synonyms can also be used to create imagery, or paint a picture in the reader’s mind.

Examples: said whispered, screamed, croaked, stuttered, asserted, remarked, opined

asked inquired, queried, begged, implored, demanded, pleaded, insisted

List 5 examples of synonyms for ‘said’ .j—’asked’ used by S.E. Hinton in chapters nine and ten,
including page numbers:

(oJc

____________________

0

0

e

r r f r rta ents ne aper dlor az es
clu ep t ou der t to c s
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Outsiders: Ch9-1O Journal

What does fear feel like?

Describe a time when you felt or experienced real fear.

Describe how you felt at the moment you’ve been most afraid.

Describe a time when Ponyboy and/or Johnny experienced fear (running from their guilt, hiding

from the police, facing the consequences of their actions).





Outsiders: Ch9-lOb Journal
In what ways does reputation distort/change the way we view people?

How does respect for oneself affect one’s level or respect for others?





77ia O’#s!dars’ by g.E. I4intoh Chaptr 11-12

In your opinion, why
is Ponyboy refusing

to believe that Johnny
is dead and insisting
that he killed Bob

Sheldon, not Johnny?

Ponyboy is referring to
Randy when he says:
“A Soc, even, worried

because some kid greaser
was on his way to a foster
home or something. That
was really funny. I don’t
mean funny. You know

what I mean.”

What word do
you believe Pony is
trying to capture?

Why do you think
Two-Bit was relieved
when Ponyboy picked
up the glass from the
bottle he broke and

used to threaten the Socs?

Soda says to Pony and
Darry: “It’s like I’m
the middleman in a
tug o’ war and I’m
being split in half.”

In what way(s) can you
relate to this feeling?

Explain your thoughts.

Author’s Craft Authors use flashback to recall incidents that took place in the past.
At the end of this novel, we discover the entire book is a flashback that Ponyboy writes for
his English composition. List four books, movies, or TV shows that use flashback:
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Pony indicates that if someone could tell Johnny’s,
Dally’s, and Bob’s stories in a way that people
understood those boys, then perhaps people would
not be so quick to judge them.

Do you agree that we judge others because we do
not understand them?

Do you believe if we understood others, we would
not judge them?





Outsiders: Heroes Journal
There are 2 types of heroes:

• Selfish (Intentional)

• Selfless (Unintentional)

Define each.

Which type of heroes did Johnny and Ponyboy look up to and want to become? How do you

know?





Tkuc ic your 4ii.o.1 prjea
One Pager Summarization Project f- T- oui-src
Directions:

1. Must include 2 or more important detailed excerpts from the reading.
2. Must have pictures that tie in with the quotes you chose and the reading as a whole.
3. Must include a personal response paragraph (comment, connection, or interpretation).
4. Include the title and author of the piece.
5. Fill the entire page - NO white space.
6. Use ink and color - NO pencil (colored pencils OK).
7. Write your full name in the lower right corner.

GOOD Examples:
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